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CONCEPT NOTE 

 

Citizens’ Diplomacy Workshops: Young Israelis & Turks Searching for a Shared Vision: A 

Citizens’ Diplomacy Workshop 

[Istanbul, Turkey] 

 

Overview and Background 

This proposal seeks at the same time to contribute towards building Turkish-Israeli relations 

bottom up and , training together advanced students from both countries in innovative methods of 

conflict transformation.  

 

Over the past six decades, Turkish-Israeli relations have been characterized as having periods of 

prosperity, and more often than not, periods of hostility and breaks in relations. Israel and Turkey 

have had much military cooperation, however in recent years, relations between the two countries 

have been strained. Israel’s Operation Cast Lead in 2008-9 and the subsequent Gaza flotillas 

sailing from Turkey have caused much unrest between the two Middle Eastern countries. 

Following the UN Report on the events of the Mavi Marmara flotilla, Turkish leadership expelled 

the Israeli ambassador from Turkey. Moreover, the recent Operation Protective Edge during the 

summer of 2014, and the claims that Turkey is hosting Hamas members, have brought more 

strain. 

 

Having Turkey as an ally to Israel is necessary, as Turkey is one of the more moderate Muslim-

majority countries and maintains values of democracy and modernization. Furthermore, 

considering options of future  changes in governmental configurations, the potential contribution 

of Turkish diplomacy towards peace-making can be of relevance. On the other hand, cooperation 

with Israel can be a useful addition to a more coordinated policy towards confronting extreme de-

establizating forces in the Middle East region.  With the many complexities going on in the Arab 

world, the Turkish and Israeli leadership have grown aware of the weakened ties with regional 



  
powers such as Egypt and Syria. Thus, both Israel and Turkey seem to be searching for more 

reliable allies.  

 

Initiative 

 

As As elections are approaching in both countries, formulating new ideas to invigorate/revive the 

ties between Israel and Turkey is important. As to be expected, the first months after their 

outcome will be the timely to provide decision-makers with recommendations for policy changes. 

Therefore, Global Political Trends (GPoT) Center of Istanbul Kültür University (IKU) and 

Diplomacy and Conflict Studies Program at the Interdisciplinary Center Herzliya (IDC) jointly 

propose a Track II diplomacy project, comprised of two workshops, between Israel and Turkey. 

With the participation of a selected group ofdistinguished Conflict Resolution advancedgraduate 

students from both countries the project aims to contribute innovative ideas that would contribute 

towards a restart Track I official negotiations between the two countries. Without the firm 

boundaries set by official diplomacy, these students would be able to come to a more suggestions 

for a paradigm shift, pointing out commonalities of interests and needs  probable resolution, in a 

more rapid period of time seeking to de-escalate the accumulated tensions.  

 

The goal is to reach in the first workshop in Turkey a consensus document and then design an 

action plan for implementation, to be evaluated in a second re-entry workshop to take place in 

Israel. Based on the assessment of the first period, once the policy relevance of the document will 

be analyzed,  a second more fine-tuned and targeted six months activity in both countries. 

Without the firm boundaries set by official diplomacy, these students would be able to come to a 

more probable resolution, in a more rapid period of time. 

 

It is important to support Track I peacemaking with the more flexible collaborative problem-

solving process of Track II Innovative Problem Solving Workshops (IPSWs) advanced at the 

Center for International Development and Conflict Management (CIDCM) of the University of 

Maryland, USA. IPSWs are designed to facilitate resolution of a conflict based on transformation 

of the parties’ perceptions and attitudes through a reconstruction of the relationship between the 

parties. An IPSW between graduate students from both Turkey and Israel would be a great first 

step in aiding the breakdown of the official negotiations that were taking place between the two 



  
countries, due to the fact that the IPSW would welcome the development of fresh ideas and foster 

open-mindedness. The all-day activities of the IPSW will be part of four different phases: Trust 

Building; Skills Building; Consensus Building; and Action Plan/re-entry phase. After bringing 

together, training, and motivating individuals from both sides, the acquired tools and new 

relationships will hopeful result in inducing other people in their spheres of influence to generate 

good and lasting relations across the divide.  

 

 IPSWs are designed to facilitate resolution of a conflict based on transformation of the parties’ 

perceptions and attitudes through a reconstruction of the relationship between the parties. An 

IPSW between graduate students from both Turkey and Israel would be a great first step in aiding 

the breakdown of the official negotiations that were taking place between the two countries, due 

to the fact that the IPSW would welcome the development of fresh ideas and foster open-

mindedness. 

 

Participants 

 

The participants of the workshops would be Turkish and Israeli students of conflict resolution and 

diplomacy studies. While tThe Israeli students, who attend university after serving in the army for 

several years, will be selected from the Diplomacy and Conflict Studies Program at the IDC; 

Turkish students will be selected from IKU and other universities that offer conflict resolution 

courses in Istanbul. After the announcement of the projectactivity posted on via banners in 

campuses and onlineemail notices, both the Israeli and Turkish organizers of the workshop will 

rigorously select the participants through in-depth interviews after they receive a spoken or 

written presentation displaying the students’ interest in participating in the workshop.  

 

The students, asor “Partners in Conflict”, while bringing adversarial perceptions, should share 

share a common attribute: they are all interested in the area of students majoring in cconflict 

resolution, possess leadership potential skills, and are motivated to resolve the conflict between 

the two countries.Through a series of excercises in trust, skills and consensus building t 

Thheseese initial shared commonalities will serve as a challenge to jointly contribute to the 

success of the programworkshop as the partners will see themselves as equal players and will 

respect one another’s opinions. We should also take into account that theThe selection of the 

“Partners in Conflict” should not only be based on their their potential role position as “future 



  
influentials” or based on their strong leadership skills, but they should be chosen based  with a 

goodon their standing within their respective own communities; and assumed given that they are 

close enough to power centers and have access separately or even across the divide [meaning 

Israeli and Turkish participants together] their  approach  to decision makers , political elite, and 

public opinion can be meaningful. We should also emphasize that Bbecause the “partner”s are 

participating without any official capacity their and instead, with ind  their ependeindependent 

judgment and capacity to brainstorm new ideas increases,nce of mind, the partners in conflict will 

nnot feeling constrained in their minds actions while negotiating.  

 

IKU-GPoT and IDC will plan for 20 participants, 10 from Israel and 10 from Turkey. Separately, 

they will held a 2-day preparatory activity with experts on the foreign relations of both countries 

as well as the ties between them. The pre-workshop meeting will also include some team building 

activities as well as familiarity with the expected consensus building process. The first of the 

workshops, which is planned to last 5 days, will take place in the …….Island Istanbul, on the 

premises of Istanbul Kultur University. It could possibly take place as early as April 2015. After 

having the first IPSW in Istanbul, we consider collaborating with FES Israel and then hopefully 

have a second re-entry workshop in Israel six months later. The estimated total budget for the first 

workshop is between 18,000 to 22,000 Euros. Kultur University will take care of all preparatory 

and administrative expenses, and reciprocally will do so, once continuity is provided by FES- 

Israel.  

 

Organizers 

 

The workshops will be co-facilitated by Prof. Edy Kaufman and Muhammed Ammash. Prof. 

Kaufman is a senior research scholar at the University of Maryland, who also teaches Track II 

diplomacy courses in the IDC and the University of Haifa, has led conflict transformation 

initiatives in many countries. Among others, a previous experiment took place in Istanbul several 

years ago under the auspices of FES focusing on the improvement of Armenian/Turkish relations 

[attached herewith is the consensus document]. While the immediate results were satisfactory, 

lack of implementation and problems in the selection of participants did not met the longer term 

expectations. Lessons learnt provide us now with an opportunity to maximize the outcome of the 

methodology in this new project. His former student and now MA graduate, Muhammed 



  
Ammash, is specializing in conflict resolution and currently works as a project assistant at GPoT 

Center. In addition, there will be  two other colleagues from each institution to be part of the 

facilitation team in different capacities. 

Hopefully this concept note should be sufficient to arise enough interest in FES in providing this 

new opportunity to have Israelis and Turks to build collaborative relations and provide with a 

multiplying effect that can also transcend the frontiers of these two countries. We are ready at any 

moment to provide a more detailed proposal 

 

The all-day activities of the IPSW will be part of four different phases: Trust Building; Skills 

Building; Consensus Building; and Action Plan/re-entry phase. After bringing together, training, 

and motivating individuals from both sides, the acquired tools and new relationships will hopeful 

result in inducing other people in their spheres of influence to create good relations with each 

other.  

 

 


